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LEGAL ASPECTS OF FIT{ANCING PRIVATISATIOi¡

STEPHEN FRAi¡KS

Chapnran Trlpp Sheffield Young
Sol icitors, llell ington, ltlev Zealand

New Zealand has had an enormous upheaval in the last four years.
Tens of thousands of people have been affected, thousands have
.logt their jobs, or had their jobs changed dramatically. I
believe many are_working a good deal harder than a few yearl ago
- and a number of lawyers are working extremely hard in the midit
of the upheaval, The cause of the turmoi I has been
corporatisation, which has become, for New Zealand, the first
stage of a privatisation.

t,Jhat are the elements of this process which should concern
bankers and their 'lawyers? Are there any general guiding rules
or is th! experience different for every activity io be
pri vati sed?

I believe that there are a few helpful general rules which can be
drawn from my firm's experience wit,h a range of state owned
enterprises over the past 10 to 15 years. They are drawn from
various roles, as solicitors for the enterprises, solicitors for
the Crown in dealing with and selling the enterprises, solicitorsdrafting lu* constituti ng and governing such enterprises,
solicitors for purchasers of such enterprises or of businesses or
assets from them, and solicitors for bankers or other prospective
investors in them.

In essence corporatisation has been intended to achieve a
management structure for state owned enterprises as near as maybe to that, of private sector businesses, save for retention oi
compleùe or partial state ownership of the entitiest "shares".This papel does not examine such fascinat,ing questions as thereasons for corporatisation or privatisation, whether
corporatisation is only a necessary stage of privatisation,
whether the ostensible objectives can be ãchieved'without fullprivatisation, or the political causes and effects and costs andbenefits of the process. The paper limits itself to exploring
some common pitfalls for the corporatised organisations seekingIoan funds, the peculiar risks 'lenders may iace in evaìuating
such corporations as borrowers, and speciál cons.¡derations for
lawyers dealing with the people manning the corporations.
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I.'HAT IS THE DIFFERENCE?

The essential di fference between deal i ng with new state
businesses and dealing with private sector business is that the
former have not had to pursue profit as a transcendent objective.
Thjs tru'ism is very 'important but easy to forget. I was
intrigued when reviewing the experiences of members of my firm
with state owned enterprises, to find that most, of the problems
experienced could be explained by reference to it. It
underscores the insight of some of the early company 'law judges
who insisted on what sometimes appears to us to be overly rÍgid
adherence to corporate purpose rules. In extreme cases, of
course, such rules, when linked with narow formulations of
corporate powers, have resulted in unfairness to third parties.

Nevertheless, Parke v. Dailv News Ltd 11962) 2 All ER 929 and
similar cases counter the temptations people holding company
assets may have to wander from their constraining purposer namely
to increase shareholder wealth with those assets.
Notwithstanding some flirtation wit,h notions such as the "social
responsibility" of the corporation, the rule has survived. The
wisdom of the rule seems to me to be well demonstrated by the
experience of New Zealand state owned enterprises.

The private sector banker or lawyer may usefully compare him or
herself to a muslim or other monotheist dealing with a pantheist.
Our commercial law and experience accustom us to assume that
busjness organisations should have but one god. They may not
a'lways follow that god or its rules. Nevertheless the unity of
purpose represented by pursu'it of profit for shareholders enables
other d'iverting goaìs to be ranked and decision confl icts
resolved. In contrast government businesses have been saddled
with multifarious "gods", An Islamic suspicion or pantheism is
prudent at all times when dealing with a corporatised state owned
enterpri se.

The symptoms
businesses are

of muìtiple purposes or objectives
that:

in state run

(i) They have in the past had no clear touchstone for evaluating
investment or other proposaìs.

(2) They have had no c'lear measuring standard against which to
judge the performance of employees and systems.

(3) They have had no primary objective t,he imperatives of which
could act, as a defence against other competing objectives,
whether imposed by passing political fancies or the-personal
interests of the people engaged in the state businesses.

(4) They have had no particular reason to adopt and maintain
consistent financ'ial accounting standards or measures of
resources and the efficiency of utilisation of them.
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(5) ldhile they have generally been
records of cash expenditure they
or understand accrual accounting
asset registers or other means
thefr employment.

obliged to maintain good
have had no reason to apply
concepts or maintain proper
of reporting on assets and

(6) They have had no particular reason to encourage proper
delegations of authority or to encourage initiative in
trading operations. In practice, avoidance of mistakes has
been of more importance than efficient utilisation of
resources.

The uncertainties generated by a multipìicity of objectives were
curiously perpetuated in the first stage of New Zealandts
corporatisation, The legislation which set up the first wave of
corporations in the curent phase said that they were to be
profitable businesses but (presumably out of perceived political
necessity) went on to say vague'ly that, they had social
responsibilities includ'ing to be ttgood employers", and to carry
on some loss-making act,ivit,ies when requested, w'ith a rat,her ill-
defined arrangement for subsidies for such business. The
consequent confusion of goals has already been a problem in New
Zealand not only in a management sense but as a legal issue. In
Clutha Leathers Ltd (in rec) v. Telecom Cerporation of NZ Ltd
(1988) 4 NZ eLC ahtHtsh- Court h e
injuncted against cutting off the telephone connection of someone
who had unpaid telephone accounts. Among the reasons were that
there is an arguable case that Telecom has a socia'l
responsibìlity which t,ranscends ordinary business behaviour. It
is perhaps significant that t,his year's Port Companies Act
corporatis'ing the commercial activities of harbour boards,
omitted the extra objecls, stat,ing sfmply that Èhe new companyts
principaT objeet'ive is "to operate as a successful businessi'. -To

encourage more than a mere change of hats by Jocal authorìty
members, the Act also provides that "the directors of each
company shall be persons who, ìn the opinion of those appointing
them, w'i l'l assist the port company to achieve its principal
objecti verr.

DONrT TRUST THE BAIjNCE SHEET¡ EXTRA0RDIITIARY UNCERTAIÌ{TY

Not surprising'ly for organisations which have a problem with
identifying their primary task or goal, the issues emerge in a
range of ways. Prospective lenders to these corporations shoutd
be very careful about any of the financial information that is
historical. That information wiII have been prepared in times
when the primary goal_- of the organisation might, have been
express'ly or- implicitly "to give the best possible-service to thepublictt or t'to maximise empioyment opportunitiestt or t'to ensure
that the Minister never looks wrong". In such circumstances
there is not very much relevance to balance sheets, to the asset
val uations.

Lenders evaluating proposals involving newly corporatised state
owned enterprises should distrust any asset register or balance
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sheet unless it comes with reliable certification. The
predecessor state entity is most, unlikely to have had a complete
or accurate record of assets heid and will almost certainly have
had no clear idea of the realisable values of assets.

Current Values Unknovn

ldhen there was no focus on getting a return on assets employed
there was no particular reason why the organisatjon should devote
resources to recording the assets held, and even less reason to
know their value.

Uncertain Ounership

Assets may be assumed by a department to t'belong" to it because
they have been under the departmentrs control for time immemorial
when in fact they may be claimed by other interests, or held on
trusts or condit,jons which mean they cannot pass automatically to
a new commercial corporation.

Crown Privileges Essential

Crown privileges may have exempted Crown assets from onerous
requirements which affect their value significantly when they
pass to ordinary ownership. For exampìe, normal planning
requirements or perhaps effluent control standards may render
uneconomic operations in ttprivatett hands, which appeared strong
while they were in Crown hands, tllhen those assets cease to
benefit from such priv'iieges the compliance costs app'licab'le in
the normal private comnercial environment can be prohibitive.

Unexpected Encumbrances

Apparentìy unencumbered assets may be subject to use rights or
conditions which may virtually amount to prescriptive rights.
They may flow from long and very strong potit,jcal traditions or
from recorded or unrecorded agreements which caused no problem
for so long as nobody regarded the relevant asset as Iikely to be
sold or used for ordinary com¡nercial purposes. As an after-
thought the draftsman of the state Owned Enterprises Act 1986 was
instructed to provide that nothing ìn the Act affected the Treaty
of hlaitangi, which is a treaty 140 years old - between a number
of Maori chiefs and the British Crown. As a result of that,
after several court dec'isions which have said that t,he provision
must be given full effect, according to newspaper reports more
than half of the land in New Zealand is now subject to claim by
the Maoris. Virtually alI 'land held by the corporations wilI be
held on a defeasible title, resumable by the crown for possibìe
retransfer to Maori claimants if their claìms are uphe'ld. The
corporations can only pass such a title. lrlhat that does to the
value of those assets has yet to be shown. Less controversial
incidents of history may have similar effects. For example, a
department may have informally allowed use of land by a local
authority to run public utilities without knowing exactly whose
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and where they are. Less dramatically, in New Zealand the Public
LJorks Act requires that certain land acquired for public purposes
must be offered back to the people it was acquired from, if it is
disposed of when surplus to requirements.

Vaïuation Errors

The new corporat,ionsr opening asset values may be extremely
uncertain. Much will depend on the start up method employed. In
New Zealand many have been brought to life by an establishment
board which has negotiated the acquisition prices of the relevant
assets with Treasury representatives. Others have simply
incorporated, at book value, assets of former state departments.
If the latter method has been used, or if the negotiation is
conducted ttunfairlyt' or on the basis of inadequate information,
the asset values may be seriously misleading for security
purposes, as a depreciation base, and as an assurance of
rationalisation cash flow. Has the relevant taxatjon authority
accepted the valuation base for tax purposes? Some of the
"assetstt in the accounts may have reiulted from treating
employment creation expenditure as capital expenditure because ii
uras_ politically inexpedient to acknowledge that an operating
deficit was much larger than the reported figures. If the start
up_ procedures can accommodate it, corporations may find it very
heìpful to obtain express statutory clarification of matters such
as the acceptability for tax purposes of the start up financial
records.

Del iberate Restructuring

If the entity is liable for income taxation for the first time on
a particular date there will have been a temptation to enter into
tax structuring immediateìy before the commencing date. Taxable
income may have been anticipated and deductible expenses
postponed.

Under-Recordi ng of Liabilities

Liabilities may be understated, or not recorded. Contingent
liabilities may be imposed unexpectedly or in circumstances wñereit is difficult to quantify them, during the politically awkwardtransition period. For examp'ie, promises of ràdundancy
compensation or maintenance of unprofitable services may be made
which constrain the freedom of action of the corporation
management.

Deregulation Impl ications

Lenders wi I I not need to be reminded of the asset value
uncertaint,ies associated with reviews of licensing regimes, andpossible removal of statutory monopolies in connectiõn with a
pri vati sation.
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The balance sheet uncertainties should be addressed specifically
in any documentation with the corporation if they cannot be
removed by enquiry during the early stages of negotiation.

EXI SÏII'IG EXTERNAL FUÌ'¡DII¡G

If the corporatised entity has had an independent existence and
specific funding facilities for some time, there are likely to be
important issues to resolve before the corporation is privatised
or made to stand fulìy on its own financial feet. These issues
come readily to mind, but can be very difficult to resolve. For
exampì e:

Soft Vendor Loans

Corporations that embody assets or organisations that have been
trading for some time may have specific securities over assets
supplied with soft vendor financing. These and other funding
faci.lities are likely to have been struct,ured expressly or
impl'icitly on assumed maintenance of full crown control. such
facilities wilì requ'ire renegot,iation and the'lenders nay seize
the opportunity to extract costly concessions,

Change of Control Clauses - Implied Croun Guarantee?

some facijities may benefit, from an express and specified crown
guarantee, others may be covered by general statutory guarantees
while others again may be in an indeterminate state, with the
I enders cl aimi ng crown I iabi I ity by reference to some 'imp'l ied
claim to Crown assets or revenues. Lenders whose documentation
does not benefit from any specific or statutory guarantee may
nevertheless claim an imp'lied guarantee by virtue of reliance on
a change of control clause. In our opinion these claims have no
legal .vaìidity but they have nevertheless caused problems. The'lender's argument is that the absence of other normal default
events or security prot,ections, coupled with reliance on change
of control clause, creates an obligation on the crown to fund tñe
take-out if the financier exercises its rights to accelerate debt
upon a change or threatened change of control.

Irrespective of the rights of such existing 'lenders, the
renegot,iation of banking facilities can be protracted, Retail
bond issues can be particularly troublesome. t¡le have had
involvement with substantial amendments to two Euromarket
faci'l ities, The faci I ity agreements did not have normal
financia'l covenants because the orig'inal securities had been sold
as crown risk. Bondholdersr meetings ì¡rere necessary. It is an
expensìve process and the trustee and others acting on behalf of
bondholders may want costly concessions in turn foi releasing the
Crown from its real or alleged obligations.

The.prudent lawyer wilì take none of the pre-transition long-term
funding for granted without enquiry as to curuent relatioñships
with the lenders.
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i'OINT YENTURES AND MII{ORITY II{TERESTS

Disposal of a Crourn interest in a corporation may trigger pre-
emptive rights in joint venture or m'inority interest
documentat,ion. Obviously, if the continued availability of
benefits from such a venture is material, that documentation
requires close scrutiny by alì parties with a stake or potential
stake in a st,ate owned corporation heading for privatisation.

D0CUMENTII'¡G THE I'lEl.J FACILITIES

It seems to us that in several cases financial institutions and
their advisors have endeavoured to take unfair advantage of the
relative innocence or naivety of the finance people in new
corporations. To me that is extremely short sighted. Some of
these organisations may be around for a long time, In others the
finance people are learn'ing very fast and will not necessarity be
replaced by private sector peop'le. At least in New Zealand where
the market is relatively small they will, quite properly, have
long memories, Institut,ions taking advantage of inexperience
with private sector borowing arrangements can handicap the neh,
organi sations considerably.

The corporations should devote enough attention to their fair
requìrements, notwithstanding the uncertainty whjch often
bedevils negotiations in the early stages of privatisation, and
start out as they mean to go on, At an early stage they should
settle on their minimum requirements for faciìity boi'ler ptate as
we'll as the more substantive issues. For example, the lawyers
acting for the corporation should be in a position to offer to
al I lenders:

(1) st,andardised financiaT ratio covenants;

(2) standardised renegot,iation or take-out provisions upon
significant changes jn shareholding (and, if requested, upon
dereguìat,ion iikely to eliminate monopoly profits);

(3) standardised event,s of default definitions, wìth particular
care in relation to cross default triggers. Trigger rìghts
should not later aì low the extraction of commerãial
concessions because of a cross default triggered on a change
of corporate ownership or st,ructure which has no materiãr
adverse effect on the credit wort,hiness of the corporat,ion;

(4) standardised force majeure events.

It may be difficutt to settle on appropriate financial ratio
covenants in view of the financial statement uncertaint,ies
ment,joned earlier Ín this paper and the inevitability of havingto rely on what may be brave projections of revenuei and casñ
f.low in a vastìy different environment, for the organisation, from
that from which it is emerging.
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lde think some institutions have forgott,en, when advising new
corporations, that their initial years may be extremely important
in t'positioningtt the organisation in the financial market. l¡lhen
a new company is floated on the share market the underwriters and
brokers are extremely conscious of the importance of the marketrs
first impressions. For this reason we think it is a mistake for
new corporations to accept lightly interim documentation which
"down classes" them or impliedly forgoes a claim to a status they
should expect to enjoy. For example, if a financial institution
is being corporatised and it should have bank or semi-bank
status, it should not issue paper wh'ich is characteristic of
industrial borrowers.

LAI.,YERS I R0LES

It appears to me that many Australians are 'interested in this
topic because of the opportunities it presents for what they
euphemistically call t'business developmentt'. I understand that
the phrase usually means t'cut throat competition". However,
corporatisation presents import,ant opportunities for genuine new
business development with a role which can contribute in a very
constructive way. The process of transition is very threatening
to many people. Uncertainties flow from the conf'licting
po'litical pressures on the government, concerns of people for
their jobs, and conflicts among the state servants involved. It
makes the situation extremely fluid throughout t,he transition.
ïhroughout that process lawyers are seeking clear and certain
instructions, bankers are Jooking for certajnty while some of the
other interest groups will be trying their hardest to exploit any
uncertaìnties about where things are or should be going,

Obviously the whole privatisation procedure takes it,s definition
from a legal process. The interests of many of the people
involved is to make sure that it stays a ìegal process and does
not touch them at all, that nothing actually changes. Thus
tensions arise. Instructions to effect changes legally mean that
the legal work often has to be at white heat, it has to be done
very carefully, it wil.l be close'ly scrutinised by a number of
hostile parties, and the Crownts own advisors (in a program of
the kind which New Zealand has had where a whole lot of these
processes were underway at once) may be quite overwhelmed with
work. It may simpìy not be possible for them to try and do the
work themselves. In New Zea'land the in-house legai advisors of
the Crown agencies have in many cases had to act as employers and
managers of other peoplest legal services in order to óet the
work done.

RA]'IGE OF ROLES

This paper has looked at the legal issues primarily from the
perspective of a potential lender to the new corporate entity.
However, the process requires legal advice from many
perspectives. For most lenders, other than those financ.ing the
transition or involved in the initial stages of the life of the
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have
The

As the owner and promoter of the corporation, the Crown must havefull confidence in its legal advisors at this stage. If it does
not, it may postpone consulting them, for fear that t,he Ïawyerst
involvement will be negative influence, slowing progress. Atthis stage, decisions can be made which overlook legal hurdles
which later have to be surmounted with more difficulty than if
the _l?wyers had been involved at an earlier stage, The crown may
need legislation, it may need to know what needs to be covered by
le_gislation, it may need advice on very arcane tax issues. Many
of these are likely to be issues in which the lawyerts corrnercial
market experience is as important as knowledge of the law.

Advice to the Croun as Vendor

hlhen a corporation is to be sold, whether or not it is ready, a
fresh look at its legal st,ructure and the issues mentìonedearlier in this paper may turn up a number of problems or
opportunities which may not have been evident earlier. This isparticularly the case if the earìy phase of corporatisat,ion was
carried out without a particular expectation of subsequent sale.Tl," significance of the crownrs position as vendor emerges most
clearlv if the privatisation is by way of pub'lic float, -when 

the
crown's intentions and past dealings come under the microscope in
the course of prospect,us preparatìon and registration.

Advice to the Crown as Shareholder

In relation to corporat'ions which are not privatised, the crownrsposition as shareholder and often substantial financier of the
corporation can put it in direct conflict with the board and
management of the corporation and t,hird parties dealing with thecorporation. fvlinority private sectorinterests ìn a èorporation
may make it necessary for the crown to deal with 'it ai armts
I ength.

Advice to the Corporation

Tlr" integral role of legal advisors to the new corporation andtheir capacity for-assisting or impeding its progress is very
obvious, The rest of this paper focuses princiialiv on that roleand the roìe of lawyers acting for private seclor inir¿ parties
dealing with the corporation.

Advice to Lenders to the Corporation

new corporation, many of the issues ment,ioned above uill
been sorted out before t,he finance market is approached.
various lawyerst roles include:

Advice to the Crorn

The task of these people is to elucidate and endeavour
eliminater so far as documentation can conveniently do it,risks normally attendant on lending, and those whichparticularly mentioned earlier in this paper,

to
the
are
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Advice to Underwriters and Brokers

During the actual privatisation the underwriters of a float
need legal advice and the brokers may want separat,e advice.

Advice to Financia'l Advisors

will

In the New Zea'land corporatisation and prÌvatisation process
there has been a heavy rel iance on a wide range of overseas
advisors. New Zealanders have taken a del iberate look at
overseas precedents to try to avoid some of the probTems already
discovered. The overseas advisors in turn need domestic legal
advice to appri se themselves of the impl ications of local
conditions and law,

Advice to the Crown and Former State Sector Personnel of Ney
Corporations

It w'ill not surprise anybody to say that the lawyer's job is
politicaì1y sensitive in this process. The politicians may have
a range of objectives, there may be serious d'isagreements among
them as to the primary objectjves, the objectives are jnter-
related and as time passes the objectives may change. For
example, whereas an earìy push to corporate and privatise may be
prompted by a desire to eliminate operating losses and attack or
side step intractable employee relations or productivity
probìems, when the new entity is on the way to dealing with those
issues the earl'ier objectives may change, to more general goals
such as increas'ing economic efficiency or maximising the saleprice, These latter two goals may have very tittle to do with
the particular interests of the corporation itself and indeed may
be counter to its interests. For example, deregulation may
directly reduce the potential sale price of a state owned
enterprise which has historicalìy enjoyed a monopoly.

Politicians and st,ate sector people may be entireìy unfamiliar
wi,th the corporate form and may require detailed and recurring
advice on matters which the lawyer regards as part of the normal
mental furniture of people in coffinerce. It may be necessary to
explain exact'ly what directors do, in comparison to señior
executives, and to dist'i nguish among their duties to
shareholders, staff, consum*ri or customers of the corporation,
and the company itself. It may be necessary to interpret
uncertain dut,ies and give priorities to competing roles assigned
by legislation or politicaì necessity.

It may take some time to educate personnel on the use of ìega'l
opinions. Traditionally in the New Zealand state services a
crown Law 0ffice opinion has been regarded as determinative ofthe law. The result has been that where state employees have
feared an unfavourable opinion they have avoided raising matters
wit,h the ìawyers, 0n the other hand, where they expecl to get a
favourable opinion they have assumed that obiainìng su"h an
op'inion will dispose of the issues for a'|1 concerned. Naturally,
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a group of private sector lawyers representing differentjnterests jostìing over possibly ambiguous points of law can
appear to the state sector people as unnecessary and unhelpful.
They may even be suspected of complicating matters solely because
they are paid on a time basis.

HONEST BROKER

The laìdyer acting for the corporation must become an interpreter
and an honest broker whose advice on many issues can overcome
barriers. ïhe corporation people involved may not have much
familìarity wit,h what they are going into, some nay have little
knowledge of the specifics of operation of companies.

You may be asked for advice on such comnercial things as, what is
a normal fee for a banker or financial advisor, what kind of up-
front facility fee, or margin, or line fee should be expected,
whet,her a mandate should be given. You might have a superficiaì
but wide knowledge of those things which no-one else will have,
someone who the former state empìoyees feel able to trust. Many
of the other parties they are dealing w'ith may be drawing fees
contingent on a proposal going ahead. You should be drawing fees
based principally on the tirne engaged. lrlhen your clients get to
know you they wil'l realise, if you are any good, that, you are
always too busy, that the last thing you would want to do is
deliberately protract matters and that your interests and their
interests are genera'lìy entirely congruent. Therefore they will
become'inclined to trust your view on matters as a sounding board
where they mìght not trust some other sources of advice.

Whether you are advising bankers or the corporations, the honest
broker roìe of the lawyer, in my opinion, places a high burden of
good faith on the lawyer. Some of the people you will be dealing
with wil'l be overly aware of their lack of direct private market
experience. They may have read the literature and attended
conferences but they could be more humble about their position
and easily influenced by confident bluster or false statements
about t'normal market practice[ than they need to be. They are
accordingly vulnerable to the ent,husiasms, greed, and
inexperience of the financial advisors who happen to establish a
relationship with them.

Others may be experienced or confident, sometimes over confident,
lole may be newly appointed in positions without adequate
definition, willing and eager to throw around the potent,ial
wgiglrt of their,corporations. In all these cases the lawyer
should of course follow instructions without deviation, but when
advice is expected wh'ich may influence the instructions, or an
honest comment is called for, I believe it is the lawyerts
responsibility whichever party he or she is acting for, to
moderate excess. It is in the best long-term interests of banks
and other financial institut,ions dealing with new corporations,
not to exploit inexperience.
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Lawyers involved should be armed with sufficient market
experience to explain and respect the natural market constraints
and market etiquette. You should show why they may prompt
consistent behaviour irespective of strict contractual rights.
It may be necessary to advise some newly liberated state sector
people that the private market is not necessarily a jungle in
which participants ruthlessly exp'loit every opportunity for gain
offered to them by their cont,ractual rights, because over time
peopïe w'ill have to deal with the same participants many times,
and a fair consideration for felìow participants may achieve as
much as a dogged insistence on strict interpretations of
contracts.

1

In short,
I imitatìons
performi ng
counsel lor.

you should be n¡i'lling and abìe to point out the
of the law and the official role of lawyers, while

in a professional way the traditional role as a wise


